
The entry buy in is $10 with no additional buying of chips allowed.

A set of tournament chips will be designated for play and will be divided equally among all 
participants.

This is a no limit tournament with the minimum bet being the large blind and the maximum bet 
being all the chips you have (All In). Any number of chips between the minimum and the aximum 
bet is allowed. There is no limit on the number of raises for each hand played. Check and raising 
is allowed. A player can only check a bet after calling the blind bets at the start of each hand.

If you fold, lay your cards face down on the table in front of you and declare that you fold. 
Do not toss folded card onto the playing area of the table. After folding, do not touch any of the 
cards on the table for any reason during play.

Players will draw cards for starting tables. Face cards for table 1 and non-face cards for table 2.

The starting dealer for each table will be determined by the 1st jack dealt to a player and then will 
be rotated around the table from that point on.

The starting blind bets will be 1 chip for the small and 2 chips for the large and will increase by 1 
chip every 30 minutes. Initial timing will start when both tables are ready for play.

Timing breaks will be taken for the restrooms, and for meals. Players must play every hand in 
order to win the trophy and entry money. No dealing around players at any time.

At the conclusion of each hand, the player being called must show their cards first.  DO NOT 
throw your cards onto the table and especially not on top of the cards in play. Turn them over 
face up on the table in front of you. 

No matter what hand you think you have, the cards speak for themselves and the best 5 of 7 
cards always win.  If players have the same 5 winning cards then the pot for that hand will be 
split.  Winning hands will be determined as shown on the Poker Hands Ranking Chart.

If you go all in, do not push you chips to the center of the table. The chips will be counted in 
place and distributed at the end of the hand as required.

If the cards are not dealt properly at any time during play, a misdeal will be declared, 
that pot will remain on the table as is. Betting for that hand will cease and those players that 
have not folded that hand, will replay the hand with the same dealer dealing the remaining 
players 2 cards up and then deal a flop, a turn and a river card as normal with no betting. The 
best hand will win that pot. Play will then resume as normal with the next dealer.  
Players do not have an option for a new card if dealt one face up. It is a misdeal and must be 
replayed as outlined above.

The final table will consist of the top 3 players from each starting table. Play at each starting table
will continue until 3 players have all the chips at that table. When 3 players have been determined
at a starting table, they will wait until the other 3 players from the other table is established before
final table play will start. A one hour break for set up will be taken prior to starting final table play.

The blinds and timing for the final table will reset to 2 chip for the small and 3 chips for the large 
and will increase by 2 chips each every 30 minutes.

The player at the final table winning all the chips will be declared the Texas Boomers Texas 
Holdem Champion for 2019 and the winner of all the entry money and the BIRD for a year.



Poker Hands Ranking Chart


